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Perpich calls for
new school here
By PAUL MARSZALEK
Staff Writer

A proposal by Govenor Rudy Perpcih to place an
engineering school at Winona State has local educational and busines leaders cheering.
Perpich last week said he will include money for the
school in his 1987 budget proposal.
The engineering school would focus in the relatively
new area of composites technology. Winona has
several firms that manufacture the improved structural
materials, which are often made of plastics, ceramics,
epoxies, or other chemically based raw materials.
Winona State President Thomas Stark, a long-time
advocate of cooperation between the business and
educational communities, said the development of an
engineering school would be a natural.
"We would be unique," said Stark, citing the fact that
only a few schools in the country offer such programs,
in addition to the advantages local industry would offer.
Winona Area Technical Institute Director William
Hemsey was similarly enthused. WATI is on target to
launch a two-year program in composites technology
in 1987.
Hemsey suggested a scenario in which students
might obtain a two-year Associates of Applied Science
degree from WATI, gain hands-on experience in local
industry, and then continue their education in pursuit
of a four-year Bachelor of Science degree at WSU.
"We're at the tip of the iceberg," said Hemsey, adding that Winona could become a center for further
development of the practical applications of composite
technology.
Local industry would also benefit from the proposed
engineering school. In the eyes of Cad Smith, of
Fiberite's composite materials division, programs at
Winona's institutions on higher learning are long
overdue.

Winonan photo by Mark Hoffman

Orientation Week
A newly enrolled freshman got his first taste of Winona State
and a volleyball Monday night during a game held to introduce the new students to each other. According to Charlie

See Proposal, page 3

Zane, director of orientation week, over 900 students signed up for orientation groups. The week will be capped off
with a dance in the East Cafeteria starting at 9 p.m. Friday.

Phones should work better this year
By DALE KURSCHNER
Chief Editor

Recent modifications to a problem-

laden dorm phone system should
give Winona State students unlimited
phone service this year.
Slightly less than $200,000 was
spent over the summer to modify the
year-old internal system, which joins
an internal administrative phone
system installed three years ago.
After problems arose last year with
Dorms
20 lines out
18 lines In

1■11

the system's capacity to service the
1,400 students living in Winona
State's dorms, university officials
decided to hire a consultant from
Valucom, Inc. to analyze the system
and suggest ways to imprOve it.
Consultant Taylor Roberts
reported Aug. 13, "It appears
whoever set (the system) up did so
to maximize the cost of equipment
rather than to meet the needs of the
university."

Admin.

Dorms

20 lines out
18 lines in

32 lines out
18 lines In

Phone connection Sept. 1, 1985
—Internal connections

••

Admin.
16 lines out
28 lines In

Phone connection Sept. 1, 1986
• —External connections

• ••
• • II
• •I

His report gave suggestions on
how the university could modify its
system without having to purchase
new equipment, something Joanne
Rosczyk of administrative affairs was
relieved to hear.
The report, which Rosczyk
described as a "gold mine of information," prompted realignment of
the connections between the dorm
and administrative system, in addition to installing 32 new outgoing
lines directly to the dorm phone
system. Previously, all dorm calls to
off-campus numbers had to first pass
through the administration system.
The report also led to a decrease
in the number of outgoing lines in the
administration's system from 20 to

16, 10 of which will be transfered to
the dorm system for use during evening hours, Rosczyk said.
The dorm phone system was
changed last year from direct
Northwestern Bell service to save
students close to $80,000 a year.
"Students are still paying what they
were three years ago (for phone service), $26 per quarter," said Housing Director John Ferden. "With a
yearly increase of 8 percent, it would
have been around $45 this year."
Originally, busy studies indicated
20 outgoing lines and 18 incoming
would be enough for the 730 dorm
rooms, former Prentiss-Lucas Dorm
See Phones, page 6

Enrollment may break record, again
By DALE KURSCHNER
Chief Editor

Projected fall enrollment figures show Winona
State may break last year's record enrollments.
"This should be the biggest year Winona State
has ever had unless something really strange happens," said Dennis Martin, institutional researcher. "Right now it looks like the number of
transfer students will be the largest we've ever
had, along with the largest number of new entering freshmen and the largest number of
undergraduate students."
Though an official count will not be available
until the 10th day of classes fall quarter, Martin
and the admissions department are planning on
seeeing 1,150 to 1,200 new freshmen this fall.
Last year's freshmen count was 1078. "That was

a 5 or 6 percent increase (from the year before).
This year it could be as high as 8 percent," said
Martin.
Winona State has 1160 freshmen registered to
date, according to Martin. "Usually we pick up 30
to 50 (students) during mass registration. We're
hoping the number of those who cancel will be
balanced out by those who come in at mass
registration."
With its increased number of undergraduates
combined with increases in extension course
students, the university expects its total enrollment this fall to be around 5,600. Last year's total,
the largest in Winona State's 126 year history, was
5,379 on the 10th instructional day.
State University System-wide, enrollment is anticiapted to be up this year. For each university,

increased enrollment means increased funding for
its operation.
The total number of credit hours at a university
divided by an average figure of 15 credits per student creates the full time equivalent figure used
in allocating state monies to state universities.
Increases in head count figures have not always
meant the same in full time equivalent figures at
Winona State. Two years ago the actual number
of students taking classes increased by 86, while
the full time equivalent number dropped by 90,
creating a 3 percent drop in total credit hour
enrollment.
Last year's enrollment made up for the 1984-85
decrease, the only drop in enrollment in more than
(-1
0

New law
will bring
little effect
By JOE BISHOP
Staff Reporter

and DALE KURSCHNER
Chief Editor

On-campus drinking is going to increase and the new drinking age law
is not going to stop drinkers from
drinking, university sources say.
"The students who come here to
campus and want to drink are going
to drink," said Chemical Dependency Counselor Hunt Cudahy. "They'll
get alcohol easily enough — fake
I.D..s, or someone else will buy it for
them."
Cudahy and Assistant Vice President of Student Affairs Jon
Kosidowski said there will be more
drinking in the dorms and more
house parties because of the law's
enactment.
Minnesota voted earlier this year
to increase the state's legal drinking
age to 21 under pressure of the
federal government.
"My concern is that it will be
tougher to find abusers," Kosidowski
said. "They will not drink as openly
and we won't find the problems early. The RAs will need to see this."
"I don't think this kind of a law is
See Drinking, page 3

See Enrollment, page 3
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Doors to be finished soon

Security, safety
By DALE KURSCHNER
Chief Editor

Incoming Richards Hall students will
find they can sleep more securely
this year.
More than $103,000 was spent on
the Winona State dorm during the
summer installing a new fire alarm
system, roof, solid oak doors and
door locks.
"The old metal doors were hollow
and weren't providing security. If
they received a jolt in the right spot,
they would pop open," said John
Ferden, university housing director.
Workmen began early this summer taking the old doors out and installing the new frames for the doors.
But they hit a road block, Ferden
said, when the contractor couldn't

purchase the locks needed for the
doors.
By July 14, it appeared the locks
would not be available until Sept. 1.
"By August 3, he had started working on the doors and said he could
get a partial supply of the locks,"

mproved at Richards
said Ferden.
Because of that delay, crews will
work on two doors a day on third and
fourth Richards until the $30,300 job
is finished, locks and all. Ferden said
doors should be replaced on the first
two floors and most of third floor by
the time classes begin tomorrow.
Every September, Winona State
submits major project funding requests to the State University Board,
Ferden said. "Most of the requests
for the things this year were filled two
years ago. The state gives top priority to requests dealing with safety."
The old fire alarm system in the coed dorm wasn't loud enough, he
said. And, heat and smoke detectors
were needed in the lobbies. The cost
of the new fire alarm system was
$30,000.

Twenty years of Minnesota
weather pouring onto Richards' roof
demanded attention be given to it
this year. Workers tore up some of
the roof's old surface coating and
replaced it with a rubber membrane
that is supposed to let humidity out,
but not in. The finished job carries a
with it a cost of $29,000.
Other maintenance and repair jobs
took place around campus this summer. Floors 8-13 were repainted in

Washer, dryer create dollars
By DALE KURSCHNER
Chief Editor

Washing clothe6 is a chore for
students — and a great money
maker for Winona State's Housing
Office.
According to Housing Director
John Ferden, roughly $45,000 accumulated. in the coin boxes of
wahsers and dryers around the
university last year. About $26,000 of

that went to Housing's general account, where it is used for things like
the Richards' renovation project this
summer.
"We take a certain percentage of
the profits and supply the hot water
and electricity," Ferden said. "We're
gauranteed $24,000 a year. If it
grosses above (the 62 percent contracted for), we'd end up with more."
During the summer, the universi-
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ty switched vendors during its fiveyear bid process for machine service. The new vendor promises to
give a better percentage and better
service, Ferden said. The previous
vendor didn't fix the machines promptly when called, he said.

Sheehan Hall while Kryzsko Com
mons was slated for new carpetinc
in its cafeteria around Thanksgiving
A project started in Sheehan Hal
five years ago is graduall y
"carpeting" its way throughout al
the dorms. "We started will
Sheehan four or five year ago
Richards was last year and Con
way's coming this year.
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Proposal
Continued from page 1

Bill Laurie, also of Fiberite, feels
that the proposal is a very positive
one. However, he had reservations
about putting an engineering school
at the university.
"The schools involved (in composite technology) have the
resources that Winona State
wouldn't have...it might make more
sense at the University of Minnesota."
Laurie cited personnel resources
in place at U of M, as well as the
caliber of schools involved which in-

elude the University of Deleware,
Stanford, and Massachusettes Institute of Technology.
Smith maintained that competing
with the established schools is not
the intention of the proposed
engineering school. "There's a shortage of composite people...a real
need for technicians," he furthered.
Implications of an engineering
school on university soil are many.
Physically, long range plans call for
a new building to house the school.
The school would greatly enhance
Winona State's Center for Research
Development Testing, which is
already testing locally manufactured
composites on campus.
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President Stark also noted that the
school would have a ripple effect,
"which would strengthen the science
and math departments specifically."
In spite of the enthusiasm the proposal has generated, it should be
remembered that the school has a

long way to go before it becomes
reality. Even before the budget proposal can go before the state
legislature for approval, Perpich has
to win voter approval in this fall's
primary and gubernatorial elections.
On the positive side, Perpich had

proposed placing engineering
schools at Mankato State University
and St. Cloud State University in
1984. Both of those schools met
legislative approval and are now in
operation.

Drinking

drinking. When students do come to
deal with it, it's a tough social
adjustment.
As for the likelihood that students
wanting a high would go onto other
drugs, such as crack, Cudahy said
it was highly doubtful. "They're not
going to get into law breaking activities that are clearly defined as law
breaking activities. It's socially acceptable to consume alcohol on
campus if you're under age, but it's
not acceptable to go out there and
buy cocaine."
Alcohol has always been prohibited in Winona State's dorms.
Students still brought it into their
dorm rooms where it seemed they
could drink as long as they didn't
make it obvious to their RAs. Then

it was breaking university policy and
now, for those born after Sept. 1,
1967, it means breaking the law.
'It's been easier here because it's
always been illegal college-wise, but
now it's illegal law-wise," Cudahy
said.
Underaged students caught drinking in the dorms this year will at first
be treated like any other student
breaking the university's policy. "We
will deal with them as adults. From
that standpoint, if they need help, we
will refer thOrn to counselling."
Cudahy said.
"Usually they'll receive work hours
depending on the severity and
number of times they could possibly
lose their housing contract."

"Right now it's very chic to be in
a school of 5,000. Winona has
beautiful scenery and is only two
hours from Minneapolis, five hours
from Chicago and only four from
Milwaukee," said Mootz.
Admissions has done extensive
mailing and phoning campaigns to
interested students during the past
two years, Mootz said. Last year,
roughly 15,000 telephone calls were
made.
And, though things are going well
currently, Mootz's department is
working on new and better things.
Last year the department organized
bus transportation for high school
students from Minneapolis and
Chicago to come and sample the
university for two days. It also hired
a professional photographer to capture the life of the university on film
for upcoming promos.

"The satisfied customer is still our
best recruiter," he said. "I think admissions feels very good about the
success Winona State has
experienced.
"We hope to recruit not only
freshmen to-be, but graduates to-be,
so that the university can educate
and retain them."
The enrollment success, Mootz
said, is reflective of his department's
hard work. But he added,
"Everybody is part of it --- the student body, publications, the new
deans and facutly, and maintenance.
You don't know how many times we
get compliments on how well our
campus looks and is maintained. The
university should be proud of itself."

Continued from page 1

going to effect the problem drinker.
People who are drinkers are going to
keep drinking," said Cudahy.
He said the laws are less a problem with problem drinkers than
society's influence. "It's only when
there seems to be an increased
public awareness on chemical abuse
that there's an effect. Society as a
Whole has to say 'we don't like intoxication'."
College is a tough place for
drinkers to stop drinking, Cudahy
said. "The college setting is a
wonderful place to hide problem

Enrollment

Continued from page 1

10 years at Winona State. •
Mootz said his department really
didn't do anything different this year
from the last two or three. It's the
school's reputation and quality that
sell it, he said.
Four criteria for freshmen considering attending a college are the
school's size, location, educational
quality and cost, Mootz said. And it
looks like Winona State rates highly
on all four points with students.
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No to sanctions
To punish the South African government for sticking to its policy of Apartheid would be ineffective and wrong. Any severe kind of sanctions would
only hurt the United States and give South Africa the chance to find
another customer for its services and products.
The people of South Africa are responsible for their government. If the
majority wants democracy for all, then it is only the majority that can accomplish such a, change.
Though apartheid is a disgusting form of racism, we have no more a right
to interfere with another country's form of government, than it does with
ours, no matter how much each government might clash with the other.
In no way are we condoning apartheid. It is a severe problem which
needs to be solved as soon as possible. The United States should help
with that solution, and no more. It should not try to force something to
happen which has to evolve on its own.
The United States has always boasted about its equal rights for all its
citzens. Those protesting apartheid hold those rights up as an example
of what South Africa should be like. And though today we live in a country that seems to treat all races equally, our yesterday was far different
— as far different as Pretoria is today.
Believing in equal rights as they did, our forefathers chased, fought,
captured and prisoned our continent's natives, the American Indians (and
where are most Indians today?). We call them indian reservations. South
Africa calls where it places its natives Black Homelands.
Unified as they were on equal rights for all citizens, our relatives fought
a bloody battle over the right to inslave blacks. Families fought families
as our country was split in half over such an issue. We called it the Civil
War, South Africa today calls it a State of Emergency.
Excercising our belief in equality, we held policies and laws segregating
blacks from whites up until 20 years ago. While they could work for us
and around us, blacks were not allowed to have the same rights we did.
We had Martin Luther King Jr., South Africa has Desmon Tuto.
While racism to us is a horrible thing, it is because our society has
come to perceive it as such, just as it has come to believe in the Christian God over the Hindu God, and believes in democracy rather than
communism.
With our beliefs, however, we have not been given the right under God
to tell other countries how to govern themselves if they are not similar
to how we live.
And if we should waste our breath telling another country how it should
govern itself — such as economic sanctions against South Africa — we
should only expect the same response we would give if another country
told us how•to run our government.
Our country reached where it is today with equal rights on its own,
through its own ugly periods of history, when nothing outside of our society
would have altered our opinions on how to treat certain races.
To expect economic sanctions imposed against South Africa to have
an effect on its course of equal rights evolution is silly, and does not look
at the history of our own country's development.
As sad as it may be, nature in all of its cruelty, has to take its course
in South Africa — with or without attempted outside influences.

Take a good look
Welcome to college 1986. You're at an institution of higher learning
that gives degrees, according to the World Book Dictionary. But it gives
you much more than that.
Whether you're a freshman, a returning undergraduate or a nontraditional student, college mixes together old knowledge with new ambition, passive experience with aggressive desires, dreams and hopes
with steps and achievements.
It is Winona State we come to for classroom instruction and sharing
with our peers the years of development between high school and "the
real world." We share the dorms, cafeteria, house parties, church congregations, sporting events, classes and more.
For our peers who go straight on to a job after high school, it means
learning some things college students won't learn until done with their
degrees. Yet it also means missing out on the teachings of college.
College teaches more than classes to its students. It teaches life surrounded by different disciplines and different types of people. The mix
is unique for every college, and is a colorfull element of life memories
and photographs capture almost too well.
College brings heartbreaks, friendships, self realizations, social
development, triumphs and dedication — all circling around the center
known as instructional education.
College isn't the books, it's the life tied to the person reading the books.
It's that person's capturing what the instructor has to say, and molding
it to his existing understanding and lifestyle.
Whether it's your last year at Winona State, or your first, taste the full
flavor of college and get involved with some extra-curricular activities
(clubs, sports, etc.), pick up a hobby or explore Winona's beautiful outdoors. Don't just settle for the "college activities" of watching MTV, going to the bars and socializing.
There is too much to gain, too much to reach, too much to taste while
its available. Experience it!

Readers' View
W.S.U. President
welcomes students
To the Editor:

Welcome back to campus! Sept.
3, 1986 is the birthday of our
university!
One hundred and twenty six
years ago our university began with
31 students. This fall more than
5,500 students will be with us as we
set a new enrollment record.
Growth is good. Growth reflects
energy and vigor. But at Winona
State, we believe that some good
things are more important than
size. For example, we feel that our
university's real strengths are in
our excellent facilities, wellmaintained campus, outstanding
library, state-of-the-art instructional
equipment, current and up-to-date
courses and programs, and, most
importantly, our well-prepared and
caring faculty. All these important
ingredients are here for you, and
we are ready to serve you as you
begin this year at W.S.U.
This year 30 new faculty
members will greet you. Great care

has been exercised in hiring the
most outstanding new professors
that are available. Our veteran profesors are in a constant state of
professional development. Many
individual research and writing projects are under way, and sixteen
sabbaticals and forty-nine professional improvement grants have
been awarded to enhance the skills
of our professors.
For those of you who will be taking courses in Somsen, some inconveniences will be experienced.
The $6.2 million renovation project
is under way which will result in an
outstanding new academic computer center; remodeled and additional classrooms, and a restored
auditorium. The project is going to
take about two years to complete,
but the results will be well worth the
inconveniences.
The faculty and staff join me in
welcoming the return of our current
students and in greeting our new
students. We know it will be an
outstanding year for you!

Editor's note: The following letter
was sent to the Winonan after our
last publication May 14, 1986. The
letter is about the Winonan reported
visit of evangilists Brother Jim Gilles
and Sister Pat May 7, which drew a
crowd of about 300 students outside
of Kryzsko Commons.

Seek the truth
To the Editor:

In regard to the "evangelists" on
campus last week: I'm not going to
preach and tell you what is bad or
good, right or wrong. I just
challenge you to seek the truth on
your own. Don't go by what one
person says — someone you don't
know anything about. Talk to someone you trust — someone you
know really cares. There are some
of us left who do and who are willing to listen.
A Campus Christian,
Michelle Prigge

Sincerely yours,
Thomas F. Stark,
President
The Winonan is written, edited, managed, financed and composed by and for the students of Winona State
University without production supervision, financial support or cooperative assistance from the mass communications department.
The Winonan generates 70 percent of its income through advertising sales. The remaining 30 percent
is provided by student activity fees.
The Winonan reserves the right to request verification of the facts from letters written and sent to it for
publication.
Deadline for all copy Is Thursday 5 p.m. prior to the week of publication.
Subscriptions are available from the business manager at a rate of $15 annually (30 issues) or $6 per
quarter. Address all correspondence to: The Winonan, 113 Phelps Hall, Winona State University, Winona,
Minn., 55987. Phone (507) 457-5119.
The Winonan Is a member of, and rated by the Associated Collegiate Press with the honor rating of All
American. The Winonan is recognized annually as an award winning newspaper by the Minnesota Newspaper
Association, the American Scholastic Press Association and the Society of Professional Journalists, Sigma
Delta Chi.
The Winonan is not published during June, July August, exam periords or quarter breaks.
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Commentary
/MY GOD, WHAT 14AvE I DONE?'

Off the Record
By Paul Marszalek

Hey, Freshmen!!!!
I have just a few orders of business to take care of this week, in light
of the new school year.
The first is obvious. The ol' welcome back.
Welcome back. We're all going to make this the best year ever, right?
Yeah, right.
I don't want to be mean here, but I'm really tired of hearing, "How's
your summer?" I started thinking that if I had a nickel for every time I
heard that question, I'd be able to quit school and beachcomb in Aruba.
Just for fun, ask for a nickel from everyone that asks you about how
your summer was. I started, and made a quick buck and a half.
While you're at it, get nickels for questions like "What classes are you
takin'?", "What's your major?", and "Where are you from?"
Attention freshmen:
Don't try to disguise the fact that you're a freshman. We'll all know
anyway. There's nothing funnier to an upperclassman than watching a
freshman trying to look cool, or as if he knows what he's doing. There's
nothing you can do about it. You're going to look like a freshman we!I
into April. Sorry gang, but for the first few weeks, you're pure entertainment for the rest of us.
Also, for you Illinois native freshmen. Never say you're from Chicago
unless you're really from Chicago. Name the suburb.
Basically, I'm trying to save you some hassle. The area has a deservedly
bad reputation up here. The northern suburbs of Chicago have done for
Winona what Cuba's jails have done for Miami.
There's another problem for freshman. A brand new 21 year old drinking law. You are the first to be affected by it and will have to create a
whole new alternative for social life here.
I'm sure there are ambitious ones among you who will rise to the
challenge. If you aren't ambitious, there's always Australian Rules Football on ESPN for your late night enjoyment.
WinonanSports Editor Wayne Bower, an expert in Australian Rules
Football, has promised to explain the game in an upcoming edition of
his column "In the Huddle."
That reminds me, I'd like to change the name of this column.
Two years ago, I agreed to write a music column called "On Record".
Somewhere it was changed. This year, I decided to change it to "In the
Huddle," but as you can see, Wayne stole my idea.
Therefore, the Winonan is sponsoring a contest to re-name this column. The extravaganza of prizes is not yet complete, but it will include
an autographed 8)(10 glossy of Sports Editor Wayne Bower, and a box
, of Little Debbie Swiss Cake Rolls (the snack food of the gods). Send,
or drop off entries at 113 Phelps Hall.
In an attempt to stay with the cutting edge of journalism, we will also
be experimenting with the mug shots that are found at the top of the column. I'd like a picture of me holding a phone; just like "Dear Abby."
Speaking of pop psychology, this column will feature "Ask 'em
Anything." Despite popular belief, we at the Winonan DO know
everything, and are willing to share our expertise. Send questions regarding anything from relationships, to fashion, to finance. We'll put our
heads together.
One last bit of business. We won't print anything about wild house parties this year, as long as student senate doesn't try to outdo Ringling Bros.

Winonan plans for this vear
Crashing into the dawn of an awakening academic
year, six people worked most of each day last week
to bring you todays copy of the Winonan, the first of
30 weekly issues scheduled in 1986-87. Those six are
the core of the newspaper, communicating with each
other while working toward a common deadline and
service.
What it is we bring you, however, is more than stories
and photos. It is principles, ethics and efforts aimed
at serving our readers' best interest.
In my opinion, that doesn't mean pleasing the reader
all of the time. While we want your attention and interest, pleasing the reader is only part of what a
newspaper should be.
We're in the communication business yet we don't
communicate with our readers. A lot of people honestly do not know the difference between a column and
a news story. The following is a breakdown of this
newspaper's sections, and what they will try to do this
year:
NEWS: We call it real news because it is. No filters,
no screens, just as many facts as we can compile about
an issue, event or person.

VARIETY: This section will try to convey the lifestyles
of Winona State people, along with coverage on special
events.
SPORTS: Winona State's only comprehensive sports
coverage will keep students aware of the scores, the
players, the coaches and more.
PHOTOGRAPHY: The state's best college newspaper
in photograhy for four consecutive years — an accomplishment no other college newspaper has made.
EDITORIAL: Minnesota's best college editorial pages
last year will again this year bring "both sides of the
coin" editorials and letters from readers. Editorials will
attempt to provoke thought, either through agreement
or disagreement by the reader. Editorials are opinion
statements created by the editorial board of the
newspaper.
Unlike Winona Campus Life the Winonan is a 100
percent student managed and operated weekly
newspaper. Because of that, we bring you real news
every week .
And students work for us because they want to not
because they have to to graduate.

DALE KURSCHNER

Motherly advice from upperclasswoman
Freshmen, I'd like to have a heart-to-heart talk
with all of you:
I'll tell you right now that college is a very
humbling experience. It's a great feeling to
have only one year left, hopefully.
It gets sickening using the same bath towel
for one week to conserve on towels. And it's
even worse living on canned chili and tuna fish.
There's got to be some upward mobility to my as he's helped me out the last four years.
life soon!
The key to getting your parents to help out
Freshmen, I don't want to discourage you, with money is to write them letters at least once
however. College is the best thing I think one a week. Every time Dad wrote a letter, he sent
could do for himself or herself. It teaches one $5 or $10, so I made sure to write Dad every
to manage money, for example. Sometimes I week to keep a steady income. Dad's letters
wrestled with the decision of what to buy on always went out first.
$5 for groceries until Dad sent a little extra
Sometimes, I had to borrow money from my
money to tie up loose ends.
brother, mother and dad at the same time
Another worry I faced frequently was without letting one know I borrowed from the
whether to pay for books or rent. Luckily, my others. That way, they wouldn't think I was too
landlord was nice enough to let me pay rent bad at managing money and not being able to
in partial installments when I needed to. That keep up with my Dayton's and Penney's bills
was humbling!
along with living expenses. Credit cards are a
After awhile, I was no longer asking Dad if necessity in college.
1 could borrow money, I was asking Dad if he
Seriously though, I thought it was a good
would send money. That was very humNing! idea to get credit cards to build a credit rating
use, LOU! DU I.
I hope someday I can help Dad out as much and I found they're easy

For Freshmen Only
By Sheri Jacobson
sometimes they're too easy to use and it's hard
to build a credit rating when you don't have
much money to pay the bills after you've so
easily used the card.
After awhile, it became difficult to pay
Dayton's and Penney's bills while trying to pay
for rent, groceries, electricity, cable television,
books and, of course, tuition.
Before you get to the credit card stage, if you
haven't already, my advice is to try and spend
your money for a little beer in fall, a little beer
in winter and a little beer in spring, rather than
blowing it in one quarter. I know it might be
hard. And be careful for Domino's Pizza, too.
That could wipe you out.
I think the biggest thing college did for me
was make me become a more realistic person.
Sure, I wanted to be a business major at one

time and make a lot of money, but soon I realized that money wasn't the most important thing
in life to me. After my first accounting class,
I decided business wasn't for me so I decided
via a couple of detours to be an economically
deprived journalist and like what I was doing.
I think very little of what I've learned at
Winona State actually came from a classroom,
although I've valued all of what I learned in
classes. But face it, how many people really
remember what they learn in a classroom,
when the next quarter rolls around and they've
got their heads buried in other subjects?
I think a lot of what I've learned has come
from talking to people, asking questions,
reading, trying new things and getting an
internship.
College has been one of the best things I've
ever done. Sure, it's a tough four years financially and in other ways, but you really do grow
if you stick with it. At least I did. Maybe that
is what college is supposed to do–stretch you
in directions you're not used to, toss you upside down, turn you inside out and by senior

year, make you feel like a new person.
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College bars worry about law's affect
By JOE BISHOP
Staff Reporter

and DALE KURSCHNER
Chief Editor

Feelings about the new 21-year-old
drinking age law are mixed among
local college bar owners.
"In the long run, a couple of bars
with limited customers will be hurt.
The strong bars with no problems
now should be able to survive," said
Dave Evenson, manager of Mingles

Phones
Continued from page 1 .
Director Scott Peak said. But
students entering the dorms last fall
proved those studies wrong as most
found their lines were jammed constantly on the evenings.
By the second week of school,
then Student Senate President Mike
Ericson reported hearing more than
100 personal complaints about the
phones. By the end of October,

Fundrinkery.
Evenson said the law won't stop
those who want to drink from finding
a way to do it. "Students get booze
now and will continue to get it from
somebody." Hidden consumption
and "bootlegging" will increase, he
said.
"A college freshmen that is 19 or
20 will want to party with his friends,
so they will party in an uncontrolled
environment with nobody to watch

them and stop them from driving by
taking their keys," said Evensen.
Minnesota passed a law earlier
this year to raise the legal drinking
age to 21 in Minnesota Monday. The
federal government threatened to cut
off more than $30,000 in road repair
funds if the legislation was not passed, something Cliff Vierus calls
blackmail.
Vierus, also from Mingles, said the
state will end up losing millions on

Rosczyk and Ferden decided to install an additional $10,300 in equipment to increase the outgoing lines
to 28 and • incoming to 26 — an increase of 60 percent.
Problems still arose when a university phone-a-thon used phone lines
needed by some dorm residents in
critical situations. An unofficial report
indicated a student needed to call a
hospital and found his phone was
busy.
Rosczyk said she hopes the additional phone lines and the revamp-

ing of the systems' connection will
eliminate the need for an executive
override — a way in which an RA
could cut off someone to gain access
to an outgoing line in the case of an
emergancy.
Rosczyk and Ferden said that if
problems continue, more lines will be
installed. For now though they "feel
really good about the information
given by the consultant and feel it's
a real effort by (them) to meet the
students' needs," said Rosczyk.

the new law because of a decrease
in liquor tax revenue and lost spending from bands and bar owners.
"If I'm 19 and I can be tried and
convicted as an adult, I should be
able to do everything as an adult,"
Vierus said. "How can you be a legal
adult to do everything you can do as
an adult except drink?"
"The liquor industry is down the
tubes," said Pat Beck at Charlies
Bar. "The gavel went down in

February and the liquor industry is
going to be like it was 13 or 14 years
ago."
Many bar owners and liquor store
owners said house parties would probably increase in size and number
this fall. Local police say, however,
that parties will be delt with as they
have been in the past by responding
to noise complaints.

Pregnant?
and afraid?
There is a friend who cares.

B

irthri g ht

452-2421

free pregnancy test

free confidential help

MONEY!!!
Sell ads for the number one student newspaper
in the state. Contact 457-5520 for more
information.
I

Welcome Back Students!

QUESTION #2.

HOW CAN THE BUDGET-CONSCIOUS
COLLEGE STUDENT SAVE MONEY?
a) Save over 50% off AT&T's weekday rates on
out-of-state calls during nights and weekends.

NEED CASH
IN A HURRY?

b) Don't buy textbooks when "Monarch Notes" will do
just fine.
c) Save 40% off AT&T's weekday rate on out-of-state
calls during evenings.

Use your

d) Count on AT&T for exceptional value and high quality
service.
e) Hang around with the richest kids in school; let them
pick up the tab whenever possible.
If you're like most college students in the western hemisphere,
you try to make your money go a long way. That's why you should
know that AT&T Long Distance Service is the right choice for you.
*- AT&T offers so many terrific values. For example, you
can save over 50% off AT&T's day rate on calls during
weekends
until 5 pm Sunday, and from 11 pm
Sunday through Friday.
( to 8 am,
Call between 5 pm and II pm,
Sunday through Friday, and you'll save 40%
off our day rate.
\\
Ever dial a wrong number? AT&T gives you
jmnislial:ilif you do. And of course, you can count on
AT&T for
ear long
cl distance connections any place you call.
To find out more about how AT&T can help save you money,
give us a call. With a little luck, you won't have to hang around with
the rich kids. Call toll-free today,
222 - 0370-1---

or any of these bank cards
.74■

4110rwsteanks

%I,

A111)

at our new ATM location:
=

l 9 . A ,A H

Broa dway

Mankato Avenue

-1111•111.0"

Open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week!
© 1986 AT&T

THE BANK

AT&T
The right choice.

THAT SERVICE BUILT
WINONA - GOODVIEW
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Chancellor wants more system diversity
By BILL POND
News Editor

The Minnesota State University
System has taken off under the
direction of recently elected
chancellor Dr. Robert L. Carothers
who was selected unanimously for
the position by the State University
Board in July.
Carothers said he would like to concentrate on the strong points of the
State University System and the
strong points of each university. We
need to sharpen our own sense of

what we do best. First we have to
decide what we can do well and
develop it — and walk away, more
or less, from the weaker points."
Carothers said he would like to see
the seven state universities develop
diversity among themselves so curriculums do not overlap as much. "If
the universities try to do everything,
they will be spread too thin." he said.
Each university should highlight its
best discipline, Carothers said, which
will will make the system stronger
and more reputable at the state and

national level.
As far as any new developments
at Winona State University,
Carothers said he is planning a trip
to Winona sometime this month to
examine the university's resources.
Carothers officially took over the
chancellors position Sept. 1, 1986
from former chancellor John Wefald,
who became the president of Kansas
State University July 1. For the last
three years, Carothers had served as
president of Southwest State University in Marshall, Minn.

A confidential, non judg mental clinic for family
planning and sexually transmitted diseases. For
appointment phone 452-4307 weekdays 8:30 to
5:00.
452-4307

position which included the president
of Chicago State University and the
president of Metropolitan State
University in Minneapolis.
He graduated from Edinboro
University, Penn. with a Bachelor of
Science degree in English. He went
on to earn his Masters and Ph.D.
from Kent State University in Ohio.
Carothers also has a law degree
from the University of Akron.

Campus Shorts

SEMCAC FAMILY PLANNING

64 1/2 W. 5th

While under Carother's direction,
Southwest State experienced a 27
percent enrollment increase. And, a
science and technology resource
center was initiated to help rural
businesses.
Based on his experiences with
Southwest State's growth, Carother
said he would like all the other state
universities to sharpen their various
missions and to serve the needs of
Minnesota more effectively.
Carothers was one of three
finalists selected for the chancellor

Fencing Club
National Photo Contest
Photo contest entry forms and information available by contacting: Arthritis Foundation — Photo Contest,
1314 Spring St., NW, Atlanta, GA
30309.
Deadline is Dec. 31, 1986.

The Winona State Fencing Club
meets every Thursday, 8 p.m., Talbot
Gym, beginning Sept. 11, 1986. For
more information, contact Eric at
452-3512.

Non-Trad. Students

The Non-Traditional Students Club
meets in Lounge 7, Kryzsko Cornmons each Thursday noon, beginning Sept. 4, 1986.
For more information contact Mike
Giemza,
W.S.U.
P.O.
63.

Book Exchange

The Student Senate Book Exchange will take in used student
books Sept. 4-5, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in
the Cinema Room, Kryzsko
Commons.
Used discount priced books will be
sold Sept. 8, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and
Sept 9, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., also in the
Cinema Room.
Check dispursements for books purchased at the exchange can be picked up Sept. 12 and 15, 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. in Conference Room 7, Kryzsko
Commons.

Let us know!
If you belong to a W.S.U. student organization and wish to promote
an event, or if you know of something students might be interested
in, send it to the Winonan, Campus Shorts, 113 Phelps Hall.

Ask About Our

Corned Beef

Pastrami

Turkey

Roast Beef

FREE Make-Up

T KUCCO®
Adventuresome Colour!

Consultation!

This season's news: Contrast. Intense
Colour. Pretty pales played off brights. The
unexpected appeal of matte against
iridescent. Or overlaid for effect.
Dynamic, dramatic colour. The IYucco
Makeup collection from Sebastian blooms
with shades you've never seen anywhere
else. Or ever will.
Visit our salon, and let us show you how
to show off your own individual look.

72 Center
Downtown Winona

452-2761

Trucco Professional Makeup from Sebastian.

.12 Terrific Deli Sandwiches!
• Soups •Desserts •Salads
• Over 30 Beverages To Choose From!
• Import & Domestic Cheese
• Ice Cream •Candy •Snacks
• Picnic Basket Rentals •Catering
• Party Trays •UPS Holiday Gift Boxes

Call

454-HAIR

M-F 10-7

66 Plaza East
New York Sub

Sat.

10-5

Sun.

12-3

Clint Eastwich

Combo
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All in the name of
progress......

By PAUL MARSZALEK
Staff Writer
The way bricks were flying out from underneath Phelps
Hall this summer, one would think they found a new secret
entrance to Al Capone's vaults.
Everybody kept waiting for Geraldo Rivera to show up
and start talking about what, a neat guy Capone was.
Instead, the bricks continued to not so quietly find their
way out to the dumpster for removal.
Soon after the rumblings began from underneath Phelps
work started next door on Somsen Hall. Bright yellow
signs warning of asbestos removal popped up around the
building.

Almost overnight, the area between the two buildings
was cordoned off. The flowerbed, except for a few
marigolds, was plowed over. The contractors brought in
a crane and set up the freight elevator.
The renovation had begun in earnest.
Many of us won't be here to see the benefits the twoyear project will bring to the university. However, it will undoubtedly affect us in some small way.
We'll lose a dozen or so parking spaces to the cage on
King Street. Some of us may have to take different routes
to class.
And, who knows? Maybe the business majors will actually get to have a class outside Somsen Hall.

Winonan photo by E

Because of the Somsen renovation one set of do
ween Phelps and Somsen are blocked off.

Winonan photo by Mark Hoffman

Only a few marigolds remain from the flower
garden that was between Phelps and Somsen.
The garden and part of the sidewalk were

covered with gravel to make a ramp so trucks
can back up to the elevator.

September 3, 1986

Winonan photo by Beth Bidne

A temporary elevator was installed outside of

Winonan

Winonan photo by Beth Bidne

The blue prints for the Somsen renovation that is expected to take two years.

Somsen so that materials needed for the renovation
can be lifted to the upper stories.

Winonan photo by Beth Bidne
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Variety-

Two-week training camp prepares RAs for year
By JANET MEISCH
Asst. Variety Editor
While most students relaxed on their final week
before the new school year began, 25 resident
assistants, three resident coordinators and four housing staff members were getting prepared for a busy
year.
The housing officials attended RA training camp at
Winona State University, which included early morning aerobics classes, information sesions with campus
departments, evaluations and activities aimed at
wellness.
According to Karen Stevens, dorm director, this is
the second year that a wellness theme was stressed.
"We focused on many different aspects of wellness during the week. I call it P.I.E.S. — Physical, Intellectual,
Emotional and Spiritual/Social. These are all areas
where wellness is important."
A typical day for the new RAs began at 6 a.m. with
aerobics in Talbot Gym led by Julie Wiebusch and Heidi
Munson. "Last year we ran every morning to the
YMCA and had an instructor there lead the aerobics,"
said Paula Scheevel, Sheehan Hall dorm director.
"This year we found two people from Winona State
who were willing to lead the aerobics," Scheevel said.
"Staying on campus saves the time that was spent running down to he YMCA every morning."
After breakfast, mornings were spent listening to
various officials from campus departments. RAs were
briefed on the learning center, the registrar's office,
health services, financial aid, the counseling center and
the cooperative campus ministries.
"They (RAs) are bombarded with a lot information,"
said Stevens. "We don't expect them to memorize all
that they hear, but we want them to be aware of the
place to go for help and who to contact in these departments."
Stevens felt keeping the RAs on campus helped with
that part of the training. "In previous years the RAs
went away to a camp for a week. Since we stay on campus now we can hook up with the resources we have
on campus," she said.
Much of the day on Thursday was spent in sessions
entitled, "Behind Closed Doors." Topics such as eating
disorders, suicide intervention, substance abuse and
alternate lifestyles were dealt with. "We had senior staff
members role-play certain situations and a new RA was
sent in to react to the situation," said Stevens.
Resident coordinator, Jodi Franzen felt these activities were very worthwhile. "Even though the infor-

Winonan photo by Dave Johnson

Winona State's 25 resident assistants spent some early mornings getting into shape by doing aerobics as part of a two
week training session. In addition to aerobics, sessions

"Staying on campus saves
the time that was spent running down to the YMCA
every morning."
— Scheeval
mation sessions are important, I think that the "Behind Closed
Doors" activities are the best for practical experience."
Situations involving anorexia and homosexuality are more likely
to occur these days than they were in the past and these sessions

covered topics such as dealing with eating disorders, drug
abuse, and alternate lifestyles.
helped the RAs to be prepared for them.
According to Franzen the week was not simply work and no play.
As a resident coordinator, she was involved in the planning of the
nighttime activities. "We went bowling, had a VCR night, a
scavenger hunt and a picnic and boat ride," Franzen said. The
week ended with a banquet at the Holiday Inn.
Lisa Maier, RA for first floor Lucas said she felt good about the
week. When asked about the early morning workouts, she and
Jeff Witt, RA for third floor Prentiss grimaced first, but actually
felt that it was a good way to get going in the morning. "It's actually kind of fun," said Maier. "We joke around a lot and you
see a side of some poeple that you wouldn't otherwise."
Witt felt besides receiving all the information that they did, the
week was good for helping the RAs get acquainted with each
other.

Former student gets WSU couples treat nicer
aste of capitol hill
.

By SHERI JACOBSON
Variety Editor

One former Winona State student who majored in public administration got a taste of capitol hill this summer on an internship.
Mike Ericson worked for Rep. Jerry Sikorski, democrat of the Sixth
District, in the Cannon Office Building in Washington
D.C. June 16 through August 15.
Ericson said he researched labor education, agriculture and energy
and wrote briefings on meetings, which he had to keep Sikorski informed about.
Ericson also worked with word processing, and handled constituent letters, answering peoples' concerns. "You have to write in
the tone of the congressman you work for,"
said Ericson.
Ericson was required to do the things interns may not necessarly like, such a
distributing mail, stuffing envelopes and running errands.
He wasn't off guard, when it came to
regular office duties, such as writing office
memos, typing letters and keeping an
organized desk, but he said he was surprisd
about the amount of writing the job involved. "You have to be an excellent writer,"
Ericson said he found out after writing oneMike Ericson
page briefs from information contained in
stacks of paper.
Upon arriving by plane to his internship, Ericson didn't have a place
to live. "There weren't even leads," said Ericson. With more than
he could carry, he said he finally heard about a bulletin board at the
capitol that had apartment listings. For $750 a month in rent, the
cheapest he found, he shared an efficiency apartment with Jim
Schmidt, al,s0 a former Winona State student who interned at the
capitol.
See Ericson, page 11

By SHERI JACOBSON
Variety Editor
A study done by three sociology
students last spring revealed that 10
percent of heterosexual relationships
between students at Winona State
University contained some type of
violence.
The study, which was done by
Junior Mary McNamara and Seniors
Barb Stein and Laurie Newcomb also
showed:
-The percentage of courtship
violence at Winona State was shown
to be lower than at other colleges.
-Nine percent of males and 8
percent of females experienced
violence.
-The same incidence of violence
occurred with students from high and
low income families.
-Most relationships with violence
involved one partner.
-More serious violence occurred
with casual dating than with serious
dating.
-Upperclassmen were more likely to have violence in their
relationships.
-Those who agreed violence
was all right were more likely to be
in a violent relationship.
-Those who observed and experienced violence growing up were
more likely to have violent
relationships.

According to Stein, the study was
part of a lab and social research
class that Ronald Stevens, sociology
professor at Winona State, taught
spring quarter 1986.
They started the project by looking
in social work journals, where they
found 20 articles on similar studies.
"We did that so we would know what
questions to ask on our questionnaire," which was developed later.
The next step, Stein said, was to
develop hypotheses about what they
would find. In the end they would
check their findings with their
guesses.
The third step involved making a
questionnaire. Stein said they received a questionnaire from Jim
Reynolds and Jan Andrews, also
sociology professors, who conducted
a similar study. Stein and the two
other students revised the questions.
Stein, McNamara and Newcomb
contacted 143 males and 191
females from randomly chosen
phone numbers.
Stein said she asked interviewees
basic questions for background information, such as age, marital status,
educational level and sex.
To qualify for further questions
after screening, "they couldn't be
married and they had to go to
Winona State," said Stein. Also the
student interviewed had to have

dated at least one partner since attending Winona State.
For those who met the criteria, a
number of other questions were asked of them, such as the number of
relationships they had since attending the university and how serious
the relationships were. Students
were also asked whether
arguements ever lead to kicking,
throwing, slapping or hitting.
Stein said a series of about 50
questions including these were asked in five to six minutes for each call.
Students on and off campus were
contacted.
When the questions were
answered, results were tallied using
a computer and they compared the
hypotheses with the results.
Some days Stein said the three
spent four hours at a time on the
study working through class periods.
Other days she said they would meet
for class to ask questions and to let
Stevens know where they were at
with the study.
"Some of the things we guessed
turned out to be opposite," said
Stein. Each took sections to write the
paper required for the class at the
end of the quarter.
According to Stevens, students
See Violence, page 11
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Ericson,
Continued from page 10

Ericson said Ile worked construction 6 a.m. to 3 p.m. and worked at
the capitol 4 to 8 p.m. During the next
year he will be staying in Washington
D.C. to look for a job as a legislative
assistant.
Ericson is not new to the legislative
process. During 1985-86, he was
president of Winona State's student
senate. He was a senator-at-large in
1984-85 and chairman of legislative
affairs. And during 1983-84, Ericson
was a member of the academic affairs committee.
His student senate experience
gave him a good idea of what to expect at the capitol. "I was intelligent
enough and educated enough to
realize that change is slow to occur
(in government)," Ericson said.
The most difficult part of his internship was never being able to speak
with Sikorski since he was so busy.
"The most I ever said to the man was
hello," Ericson said. "This is a
seven-day-a-week, 24-hour-a-day job
they have," he added.
Ericson said he thinks his intern-

ship wii give him general know edge
about congress and good insight into researching and writing.
"I think an internship is important
for (public administration) majors,"
he said. A public administration job
might involve working in government
at the city, state or national level.
A normal day for a congressman
is 9 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. But there were
times when the House met for 12
hours at a time. "Those people are
dedicated to their jobs," said
Ericson.
Ericson is from Brooklyn Park,
Minn., where his parents live. He has
three sisters and one brother. "I think
the whole idea of going to college is
that nobody eL (in his family) ever
wen' "
'-se nn said.
From 1978 to 1979, he worked as
a purchasing, agent for RobertsHamilton plumbing supply company
in Golden Valley, Minn. and for six
years after, he worked as an activity
director for the park and recreation
department in Brooklyn Center,
Minn. Summer jobs during that
period included construction work.
He started school at Winona State
in 1980 and graduated in 1986.
"The Business That Service Built"

FIRE & POWER
Sii•SS.Ea•i 2n-d Si

Phone 4S2•$04S

EQUIPMENT CO.

Good selection of used televisions and
appliances. Sales and service on used
televisions and appliances.
Phone 452-5065

54.56 East 2nd St.

The
Levee Pizza
formerly Godfathers Pizza...
take home a pizza tonight!

SPECIALS:
Tuesday night

50' Pitcher Night

Wednesday night ... $9.99 Family Night
Large Pizza, Cheesebread & Pitcher of Pop
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The Levee Pizza
Free pitcher of pop
with medium or large pizza
454-5308
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times, wanting help and advice. "We
By SHERI JACOBSON
don't know how to treat people on an
Variety Editor
Kids once labeled her a farm kid. irrational level," said Dorner. The
Today, people can consider Mar- feeling of being threatened by irrajorie Dorner, English Professor at tionality is in the book, she added.
Dorner believes that many life exWinona State University, a novelist
since McGrwaw-Hilt Publishing Corn- eriences influence writing. "Naturalpany in New York City, N.Y. ac- ly, everything that happens to you
cepted her novel entitled, "A Choice goes into writing — what you've
learned about people and how peoof Nightmares" last January.
Now, she waits to see her work in ple respond," she said.
"A Choice of Nightmares" is about
hardbound form soon to be available
a woman who is controlled, calm and
in bookstores across he country.
Dorner didn't begin to take novel used to living a safe, protective life,
writing seriously, at first. "I'm pro- Dorner said.
When she takes a job as a juniorbably more surprised than anybody
else. I didn't see myself as having a high special education teacher, "all
career in fiction writing," Dorner hell breaks loose in her life" when
she suspects a killer is stalking her
admits.
Encouraged by a friend from child.
The police and the courts can't
graduate school to write a novel,
help
her. She has no proof and there
Dorner decided she liked the idea
one year and off she went. But the are no witnesses. Dorner said, "A lot
of the book is psychological."
process didn't happen overnight.
Dorner said she finds a bit of
One summer when Dorner was
watching a movie with her herself in some of the characters she
daughters, she said she found creates.
'"McGraw-Hill didn't accept "A
herself irritated by the shallow
response of a female to protect Choice of Nightmares" overnight.
Dorner had been writing short
herself from danger.
"About the last part of the movie stories, most of which were publishshe (the leading female character) ed in literary journals associated with
screamed," said Dorner. We all colleges and universities, for 12
years.
agreed
It was from those articles that Nat
that women don't really behave that
way," Dorner added. Dorner wanted Sobel and Associates, a literary
to write a story that would portray a agency, got in touch with Dorner and
told her if she ever wrote a novel to
strong woman heroine.
But other influences led Dorner to contact them.
In the fall of 1984, after having
writing the book, such as
motherhood. Dorner first became a finished "A Choice of Nightmares,"
mother in 1975 to Sumitra, a five- Dorner sent her manuscript to Nat
year-old girl from Bengali, India. She Sobel and Associates, which
adopted Jaminie, also from India, in presented the story to New York
1979. Dorner said being a mother editors.
Publishing companies were not inhad a great deal to do with the feeling of protecting a child. This feeling terested at that time, but Dorner said
editors gave her encouraging advice
is in the book, she added.
Another life experience goes into on how to improve the story.
After making some changes with
Dorner's book. At one time, she said
a former student of hers who was voices and characters, she sent the
mentally ill appeared on her door rewritten version to her agent in the
step and called her a number of summer of 1985.

FREE

Peer Alcohol
Consulation
and
Education

If you want to join this group and
take a stand for responsible drinking,
call 457-5330.

(eat in)

pygra
iy inot ,5 „m" "qtaiirigitt,
' !!
flok
II III

'1.00 Delivery Charge
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Teacher-turned-novelist
waits to see book on market

Pace is a student group whose goal
is to promote the responsible use of
alcohol through education and other
efforts.

h

Winonan

The first meeting of this year will be
next week. Call the above number to
find out the time, or check the PACE
display in the Student Union.

From there, New York editors looked over the story again and McGrawHill publishing company became
interested.
While a committee looked over the
story, Little Brown gained interest in
the story and the two bid against one
another. McGraw won.
Dorner may also see her story on
the airwaves this television season,
starring Suzanne Pleshet with the
Turman-Foster Television Production
Company out of Burbank, Calif. if
CBS is interested in running it.
Meanwhile, Georgia Jeffries, story
editor for Cagney and Lacy, is working on the script for television.
Dorner said she doesn't think her
success as a writer will affect her
relationship with her students. "I
haven't suddenly learned more
about victorian literature just
because I've written a novel," she
said modestly.
Dorner has taught freshman cornposition and literature courses at
Winona State since 1971.
She graduated from St. Norbert
College in West DePiere, Wis. in
English and received her master's in
English from Marquette University in
Milwaukee. She received her Ph.D.
in English from Perdue University in
West Lafayette, Ind.
She grew up on a farm in Luxemburg, Wis. among relatives of story
tellers and fleeing German immigrants, she joked.
Dorner's career in writing has not
stopped here since she has been
working on another novel and thinking of a third. And her agent, she
said, already has a series of 12 short
stories she wrote, all of which take
place in farm settings in the midwest.
"A Choice of Nightmares" may be
available in the Little Professor
Bookstore at the Miracle Mall in
Winona by January of 1987 and
possibly at the Winona State
Bookstore if they are interested,
Dorner said. It will also be out in
bookstores in England and Japan.
"Every time we pass B. Dahlton,
the kids say 'pretty soon'," said
Dorner.

Violence,
Continued from page 10

always do a research project for the
lab and social research classes.
"This one was a little bit unique," he
said.
Stevens said the results surprised
him. "Our research indicated lower
amounts of courtship violence than
had been found elsewhere," he said.

Babysitter Wanted
in
home
home
weekdays. 12 p.m. to 6
P.m.

Call 452-1262 or 452-6434.

TRUTH
The past 35 years of peace
have been one of the longest
periods of European peace
in recorded history.

NATO.
We need your support.
And the truth is, you need ours.
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Student learns ropes
By SHERI JACOBSON
Variety Editor

Another former Winona State studerit joined Mike
Ericson on an internship in Washington D.C. this
summer.
Jim Schmidt, political
science major and business
minor, worked for Rep. Tim
Penny, democrat for the First
District in the Cannon Office
Building at the U.S. Capitol.
Schmidt said he spent his
time attending meetings that
dealt with national concerns,
such as defense, budget,
agricultural and higher
education issues.
Jim Schmidt
"I've been lobbying for aid
for several years," said Schmidt. This time he saw what
happened on the inside of government.
Schmidt said he also was responsible for reading
constituent letters and writing letters back to people
who had questions and concerns.
Schmidt found out politics is not a nine-to-five job.
"Politics are constantly changing," said Schmidt. And
those who work with politicians have to change, he
added.
Schmidt said he found that his education from

Winona State came in valuable on his internship. "My
internship in Washington is literally a collection of all
four years at Winona State," said Schmidt.
Schmidt said he was amazed at the work load of each
congressman. Some days Schmidt said he worked 6:30
a.m. to 9:30 p.m. besides weekends sitting in on
meetings.
Schmidt's background in the student senate at
Winona State also gave him a good idea of what to expect. His freshman year, Schmidt was a student
senator. Schmidt was eleccted student seantor and
chair of legislative affairs his sophomore year. His junior
year, he was a senator and his senior year, 1985-86,
he chaired the Minnesota State University Student
Association and was the first student board member
of the Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Board.
Schmidt said he was surprised by how well the congressional staff worked together. "It all comes down
to one thing and that's teamwork," Schmidt said.
But he found that congressmen also had fun, too.
Every Thursday Schmidt said there were softball games
between congressional offices. "Congressman Penny
often joined us with a beeper at his side," said Schmidt.
Schmidt's internship was not required for his major,
but he was glad he took it. "I feel that it was probably
one of the most beneficial parts of my college education," he said.

Dorms full even when
classes were not

By JANET MEISCH
Asst. Variety Editor
Most people probably think
Winona State University dorms stood
silent through the summer, but the
summer housing staff knows a different story.
Besides providing space for
students attending summer school,
the Winona State dorms housed 16
groups from outside the university for
various lengths of time. These
groups ranged in size from four people to 660 people.
"The largest group we housed
was a Mormon youth group. The 660
guests were mostly teens from 14 to
18 years in ages," said Paula
Scheeval, Sheehan Hall dorm

director.
Referring to behavior which occurred like taking screens off dorm windows so ice cream cones and wet
wadded paper could be thrown,
Scheeval said it was normal to expect that type of behavior coming

from kids of that age away from
home. And, she added, no serious
problems resulted from the group's
four-day stay in Winona.
Other groups staying at the dorms
this summer included 75 students for
a convention of Minnesota student
government leaders, a Wisconsin
high school counseling group of 50
and a group of 46 for one night on
a Minnesota State University Student
Association tour.
Three events this summer —
Teenhostel, Elderhostel and the
Great River Writer's Conference —
brought between 20 and 40 guests
to the dorms.
"It was a very fruitful summer for
us," said Scheeval. "Last summer
does not even compare to this year.
I'm not sure what brought more
groups here."
Scheeval estimated that the
university made approximately
$35,000 in gross revenue from housing guests this summer.
Winona State allows groups to
stay on campus for a variety of
reasons, she said. "We are providing
a service to the community."
She also said besides being a form
of revenue for the university, it's a
good public relations tool. Many of
those staying in the dorms were high
school students from the Minnesota
and Wisconsin area. "This is the
target group we want to be showing
our university to," Scheeval said.
The cost of rooms for guests per
night ranged from $7.50 for a double room to $10.00 for a sinale room.

GOVERNMENT JOBS
$16,040-$59,230/yr. Now
hiring. Call 805-687-6000
Ext. R-6195 for current
federal list.

Marketing firm seeks
individual to work 1-2
days/wk. on campus
solicitng credit cards.
Call 1-800-932-0528.
BRING YOUR
HORSE TO
COLLEGE

fa

Stable With Us
Complete
Facilities

Need Experienced Instructor

Fall Show October 26
454.3305 evenings
Big Valley Ranch, Inc.

STUDENT
DISCOUNT
Get the $6 cut that looks
twice the price for

A powerful combination.
calculations, amortizations
If there's one thing business
Think bushiess. With
students have always needed, and balloon payments.
the BA-35 Student
•
The BA-35 means you
this is it: an affordable, busiBusiness
Analyst.
spend
less
time
calculating,
ness-oriented calculator.
and more time learning. One
The Texas Instruments
BA-35, the Student Business keystroke takes the place
TEXAS
of many.
Analyst.
The calculator is just part INSTRUMENTS
Its built-in business
Creating useful products
of the package. You also get
formulas let .you perform
and services for you.
a book that follows most
complicated finance,
business courses: the Business
accounting and statistical
Analyst Guidebook. Business
functions — the ones that
professors helped us write it,
usually require a lot of time
and a stack of reference books, to help you get the most out
like present and future value of calculator and classroom.

$4 95
114Alk
COST CUTTERS
FAMILY HAIR CARE SHOPS

Winona Mall
Professional Building
1213 Gilmore Ave.
454-6030
Not valid with any other
offer or on Saturdays.
Student ID with coupon
required.
Expires 11114186
L __COUPON
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Sports( Warriors gear up for tough season opener
BY WAYNE BOWER
Sports Editor

The word around the Winona State
football camp is intensity, atieast that
is what new Head Coach John Martin would like to see more of out of
his team.
The Warriors will be trying to rebound from a disappointing 2-9
season a year ago; not an easy one
as they open against the University
of Wisconsin-La Crosse. La Crosse
just happens to be the defending
NAIA II National Champions as well
as being ranked number one in the
preseason polls.
"We'll hang with them," said Martin, who feels that his team is very
confident for the opener.
Gone from last year's squad is
quarterback Scott Moses, leaving
perhaps the most critical position on
the field open, but there are three
worthy applicants trying to fill the
position. Though Martin didn't feel
the decision was final the preseason
edge appears to be given to senior
Mike Hetrick.
Junior Lance Hartkopf and
sophomore Brent Edwards are also
in the running for the number one
spot.
Something that the Warriors may
have lacked last year in their quarterback is someone that can command
respect from the other players, this
shouldn't pose a problem to this
year's squad, according to center
Orlando Mazzolini.
"All three of them will be good
generals in the huddle," said Mazzolini, "I have total confidence in all
three of them."
The quarterback battle isn't the only one going on in the Warrior
backfield as Winona State returns six
running backs that saw varsity action
last year.
Brian Winters, Kurt Lauden, Dan
Redman, Tim Anderson, Dan
Eichkoff and Pete Brown all return to
form a very deep backfield.
A position that the Warriors have
had trouble with in past couple of
years has been tightend.
Martin considers this to be a
critical position, with returners Tom
Balow and Bob Herczeg injured full
back Bill Ihrke was moved to the
position. The move appears to be
brilliant as Ihrke pulled down two
touchdown passes in the inter-squad
scrimmage on Saturday.
Andy Wellemson, Kevin Gaulke
and last seasons leading scorer Dar-

ren Ripley are expected to handle
the bulk of the wide receiving duty.
While the quarterback is the one
who takes the blame or the credit in
a game the offensive line is where
the plays are made or broken and
this season's line should be much
improved over last year's.
Ma77olini, a 1985 All-District selection, returns to anchor the line. Other
returners include tackles Mark Loken
and Jay Weis, gurards Steve
Truman, Jeff Kusch and Doug Berman will also return to pave the way
for the explosive Warrior backfield.
The front four of Steve Kosidowski,
Tony Trippichio, Troy Tonsager and
Mike Loechler accounted for 19
quarterback sacks last season and
they are all back to cause mayhem
in opponents backfield.
At linebacker Scott Girolamo and
Chris Melillo appear to have the inside track while Tony LaCivita and
Chris Buddenhagen also return to
add depth to the linebacking corps.
Last season the Warrior secondary
allowed 2,380 passing yards for an
average of 215 yards per game, but
that appears to be over as new
secondary coach Tom Dickey should
have the Winona State secondary in
good shape for La Crosse.
An addition to the secondary that
should be a positive one is cornerback Doug Smart. Smart, who
scored two touchdowns in the spring
game while playing receiver, was
moved to defense because of-his excellent speed.
Terry Baker, Dean Richards, Chris
Horan, Gary Hansen, Brian
Krambeer and Tim Missling also
return to add experience to the
defensive backfield.
The feeling is an optimistic one for
Martin who feels that his team has
the personel to win games. Though
the Warriors may not be as big as
some of their opponents the team's
increase in speed will be a major
positive factor.
Said Martin, "there is no replacement for speed."
With team speed and player ability the only thing that Martin is looking for is intensity, an intensity he
feels will follow when the team
begins to play as a team and not as
individuals.
Saturday's game at La Crosse
begins at 1 p.m. the Warrior home
opener is slated for Sept. 20, against
the University of Minnesota-Morris.

Winonan photo by Mark Hoffman

John Martin will be at the helm of this year's Winona
State football team. Martin was named interim head

Warrior coach suffers heart attack
By WAYNE BOWER
Sports Editor

The Winona State football team is trying to bounce
back from a disappointing 2-9 season a year ago, and
two weeks ago the Warriors misfortune increased when
Head Coach Myron Smith suffered a heart attack.
Smith was at home August 21 when he felt the symptoms of a heart attack. He was transported to Community Memorial Hospital where he had the attack. Smith
was then flown to Rochester by helicopter on Mayo 1
and was admitted to St. Mary's Hospital.
While at St. Mary's, Smith's heart stopped due to a
clot that formed on the heart. Fortunately for Smith, St.
Mary's is one of few hospitals that uses a Thrombolysis
Myocardial Infraction (TIMI) program. This program involves injecting a drug, TBA, into the body, the drug
goes directly to the clot and dissolves it.
As of press time, recovery for Smith ha's gone well
and if tests go smoothly, he could possible be returning home tomorrow.
Smith was replaced on the sidelines by offensive
coordinator John Martin. Martin has served as an assistant coach for Winona State for 21 years.

Since Smith's heart attack, the Warriors boosted their
coaching staff by hiring Keith Abraham to take over as
offensive line coach. Abraham assisted Martin with the
offensive line last season and also for two spring
sessions.
Abraham was a player through the 1984 season and
is regarded highly by the players.
"Abe really knows his stuff," said center and captain Orlando Mazzolini. "We have a lot of confidence
in what he tells us."
As far as the loss of Smith, Mazzolini mentioned that
the team is trying to make the best of a bad situation.
"We're trying to find positve things, the loss of coach
Smith has brought the team together."
Smith has been head coach at Winona State for eight
years compiling a 21-62 record which includes the Northern Intercollegiate Conference Championship in
1983.
Athletic Director Dwight Marston said that he didn't
expect Smith back to coach or teach during the fall
quarter, but felt he could come back winter quarter.
This was supposed to be Smith's final season as football coach.

coach after Myron Smith suffered a heart attack two
weeks ago.

Spikers shoot for top
By WAYNE BOWER
Sports Editor

The Winona State University volleyball team is in their second week c f
practice and head coach Lavonne Fiereck is hoping that a blend of yout
and experience will lead the Warriors to a top two finish in the Norther
Sun Conference.
The Warrior roster boasts seven returners from last season's third place
finish. Also on the roster will be 10 newcomers, including eight freshmen. ,
Among the top returners are Seniors Brenda Mishock, Karen Severson and Laurie Vigum
Another returner that is expected to be a main contributor to the
Warriors' success is junior Deb Steward, who will assume the responsibilities of team captain for the 1986 campaign.
One of the top newcomers is Rochester Community College transfer
Laurie Allen.
"We've played against her and she has always impressed me," said
Fiereck, "She is strong and mentally tough and will be able to step in
and help us right away."
Fiereck believes that her varsity team will be very deep and that it shows
the best in the setter position. Steward, Mischock and Kris Mienert return
to a new offense that allows just one setter on the floor at a time, a fact
that will make the competition for that position extremely intense.
The Warriors will officially begin their season Sept. 13, in the Winona
State Invitational, a tournament that will feature crosstown rivals St. Mary's
College and the College of St. Theresa as well as the Universitys of
Wisconsin-Stout, River Falls and La Crosse.
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Men's C.

Football
Sept. 6
Sept. 13
Sept. 20
Sept. 27
Oct. 4
Oct. 11
Oct. 18
Oct. 25
Nov. 1
Nov. 8
Nov. 15

UW-La Crosse
UW-Eau Claire
UM-Morris
Bemidji State University
UM-Duluth
Southwest State U.
Moorhead State U.
St. Ambrose College
Eastern Illinois U.
Northern State College
Metro Dome Game

AWAY
AWAY
HOME
HOME
AWAY
HOME
AWAY
HOME
AWAY
AWAY
AWAY

Volleyball
Sept. 11
Sept. 13
Sept. 16
Sept. 18
Sept. 19
Sept. 20
Sept. 24
Sept. 30
Oct. 3
Oct. 7
Oct. 9
Oct. 10
Oct. 11
Oct. 18
Oct. 22
Oct. 24
Oct. 25
Oct. 28
Oct. 31

Scrimmage
WSU Invit.
UM-Duluth
Moorhead State U.
Moorhead Tourney
Tourney cont.
UM-Morris
U. Northern Iowa
Bemidji State U.
Luther College
Northern State U.
NSC Tourney
Tourney cont.
WSU Invit.
Southwest State U.
UM-Duluth Tourney
Tourney cont.
UW-La Crosse
NAIA Dist. 13

HOME
HOME
HOME
AWAY
AWAY
AWAY
HOME
HOME
AWAY
HOME
AWAY
AWAY
AWAY
HOME
AWAY
AWAY
AWAY
AWAY
AWAY

Sept. 13
Sept. 20
Sept. 27
Oct. 4
Oct. 18
Oct. 25
Nov. 1

C.
St. Mary's Invit.
Luther Invit.
Northwestern Invit.
St. Olaf Invit.
La Crosse Invit.
NIC Champ.
NAIA Dist. 13

HOME
AWAY
AWAY
AWAY
AWAY
AWAY

Women's C.C.
Sept. 13 St. Mary's Invit.
Sept. 20 Luther Invit.
Sept. 27 U.W. Whitewater Invit.
Oct. 4
St. Olaf Invit. •
Oct. 11
U.W.-Eau Claire Invit.
Oct. 18 U.W.-La Crosse Invit.
Oct. 25 NSC Championships
Nov. 1 NAIA Dist. 13 Champ.

HOME
AWAY
AWAY
AWAY
AWAY
AWAY
AWAY
AWAY

THIS DEAL IS SO BIG, WE CAN'T
KEEP THE LID ON IT.

Men's Golf
Aug. 28
Sept. 3
Sept. 10
Sept. 14
Sept. 15
Sept. 19
Sept. 20
Sept. 21
Sept. 22
Sept. 25
Sept. 29
.Sept. 30

UW La Crosse Tourney
St. Mary's College
St. Mary's College
UW Eau Claire Tourney
Tourney cont.
U. N. Iowa Tourney
Tourney cont.
Tourney cont.
St. Mary's tourney
Holmen Tourney
NIC Tournament
NIC cont.

AWAY
HOME
HOME
AWAY
AWAY
AWAY
AWAY
AWAY
HOME
AWAY
AWAY
AWAY

• , .";,,,
'"'"7:;
• • ,,,,Ve..sce

Women's Golf
Sept. 6
Sept. 11
Sept. 13
Sept. 19
Sept. 20
Sept. 27
Oct. 5
Oct. 10

WSU Invit.
Briar Cliff Invit.
Moorhead Invit.
Concordia Invit.
U.N. Dakota Invit.
Gustavus Invit.
St. Cloud Invit.
Nat. Sm. Col. Invit.

HOME
AWAY
AWAY
AWAY
AWAY
AWAY
AWAY
AWAY

WEDNESDAY'S 12"
PEPPERONI DOUBLE CHEESE
EXTRA THICK CRUST PIZZA SPECIAL
JUST $5

Schwinn and Fuji
Models Available
DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS
FREE.

JUST ASK FOR WEDNESDAY'S SPECIAL.
DELIVERED IN 30 MINUTES OR LESS. GUARANTEED.

454-6700

909 W. 5th Street, Winona
No substitutions, please. No coupon necessary. Offer good only on Wednesdays. (E) 1986 Domino's Pizza, Inc. Limited delivery area. Our drivers carry less than $20.00.
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Men's golf swings into action, beat La Crosse
By RON GOCH
Asst. Sports Editor

Consistant scores is what Winona
State Men's Golf Coach Dwight Marton considers to be the key to the
1986 fall season.
With only three returning lettermen
from last year's squad, there will be
twelve new faces teeing-off this
season, including five freshmen.
"We're gonna have to get name
tags for these kids," said a smiling
Marston, "we have a lot of new
kids."

Among the returners, Marston will
be looking to Dave Hohnsey, who
was the Warriors' number two player
behind Scott Rindahl last season.
Hohnsey will be in the number one
slot this afternoon when the Warriors
tee-off against St. Mary's College at
Westfield Golf Course.
Mitch Mullins and Larry Norland are
the other two returners.
Marston was able to successfully
recruit two players out of the top
twenty players from Minnesota and
Wisconsin that he contacted.

IIAIR

1AEhN'S dEsi q

FOR MEN
AND
WOMEN

Marston had to wait until the Warriors' first meet August 28 before
meeting some of his newcomers.
An optimistic Marston is hoping to
unseed Bemidji State University, the
team that Marston considers the
team to beat in the Northern Intercollegiate Conference.
Also part of Marston's goals is the
national meet in Indiana, but the hunt
for the National tournament begins
close to home.
"To do anything nationally, we have
to be competitive right around here,
and that's what we want to do," said
Marston "We have to win the conference and the districts, and if we
can do that, maybe we can go to the
national tournaments.
11

N

454-2403

Westgate Shopping Center, Winona, MN.

The Warriors began play last week
by defeating the University of
Wisconsin-La Crosse, 394-398.
Freshman Steve Modjeski was the
medalist in the meet turning in a
score of 76.
Modjeski, a Winona-Cotter product,
was one of four newcomers that
scored in the meet. Karl Gjernes, a
transfer from Northland Community
College turned in a 78. Freshmen
Troy Weise and Tom Chambers
finished with scores of 79 and 82
respectivley. Dave Hohnsey, the only
returner that scored in the match,
shot a 79.

WELCOME .
BACK WARRIORS
Your Party Headquarters

LEADING THE WAY
WITH THE NEWEST
IN STYLES AND PRODUCTS
A full service salon—offering the latest
techniques in design cuts, perms and
colors. Using sculpting — scrunching —
texturizing — with mousses, gels, lotions,
sprays—featuring Paul Mitchell, Goldwell
and Redken

WAREHOUSE
LIQUORS

KNOWN CITY-WIDE FOR

LOW
PRICES
176 E. 3rd St.
452-1821
Downtown Across From Lang's Bar

CHECK OUT Our Weekly
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Men's buckets
coach returns
from China
By WAYNE BOWER
Sports Editor
Winona State Basketball Coach
Jerry Nauman described his recent
coaching trip to China as an interesting experience.
Nauman went along as an assistant coach with Amateur Sports
Development, a non-profit organization that played four games while
touring the Far East.
The group was made up of 35 people, consisting of 13 players, three
coachs, a trainer and families and
friends.
The team spent a week in California practicing before venturing
across the Pacific, where the experience began as soon as they arrived on the island of Kowloon,
located off the shore of Hong Kong.
The team's first practice took place
outdoors, but only after they were
able to convince a group of islanders
to let them use the court. Once the
team was allowed access to the
court, Nauman estimated that 500
people showed up to watch the
workout.
The team lost their first game, but
it gave the American's a chance to
figure out the style of the Chinese
play, and in turn a way to defeat it.
"They don't use their center," said
Nauman, "they just don't play an inside game, even when they
penetrate, they only do so to kick the
ball back out for an outside shot."
Nauman did say that the Chinese
players were good outside shooters
as well as excellent defensive

Beer, Wine & Liquor Specials!!

players, if they were allowed to fall
back into their defensive positions.
The loss proved to be a valuable
lesson, because the team won their
remaining three games. Nauman felt
that they could "score at will" by

Money

employing a fast break offense and
working the ball into the center.
The group remained on Kowloon
for one more game and then travelSee China page 16

It's yours for the making — $10
to $80 a week, for only 3 to 15
hours of work.
For more information
Call 457-5119

RESEARCH PAPERS
16,278 to choose from—all subjects

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

Toll Free
Not Line

800-351-0222
In Calif. (213)477-8226

Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Assistance
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN. Los Angeles, CA 90025
Custom research also available—all levels

I Buy any size Original Round pizza at
I
regular price, get identical pizza

I

FREE!
452-8752

Prize varies depending on size and number of toppings
1 ordered. Valid with coupon at participation Little Caesars.
Carry out or delivery.
Expires 9.30-86

I

TWO LARGE PIZZAS

"with everything"
10 toppings for only
. REG. $20.09
1

S 10

10 9

PLUS TAX
1 Toppings Include pepperoni, ham, bacon, ground beef, Italian
I sausage, mushrooms, green peppers, onions. Not peppers and
anchovies upon request. (NO SUBSITITUTIONS OR
DELETIONS) Valid with coupon at participating Little Caesars.
Carry out or delivery.

11
I

When you make pizza this goody one just isn't enough:"
"Coca-Cola," "Coke," and the Dynamic Ribbon device are trademarks of The Coca-Cola Company.

Now with a regular
priced hair cut receive a
Free $5 size thick ends
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China
contintipd from page
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ed up river four hours to their new
destination.
The travel plans for the fourth and
final game included a 100-mile bus
trip which enabled Nauman to see "a
totally different world." Nauman
discribed a body of water that
featured a man taking a bath, a
woman washing clothes, a boy swimming, a man urinating and a water
buffalo wading, all within an area no
bigger than a city block.
Though Nauman didn't feel that he
learned anything from the Chinese
style of play that he could bring back
to the Warriors, he did find the trip
educational and is hoping to make
another trip with the organization
next summer.
As for China, "It was an interesting
experience, but not one that I would
want to do for a vacation," said
Nauman.

Tired of spending your life

Run. Climb. Rappel. Navigate. Lead.
And develop the confidence and
skills you won't get from a textbook.
Enroll in Army ROTC
as one of your electives. Get the facts
today. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

on the side line?
Let WAYNE BOWER
take you

IN THE
Winonan photo by Mark Hoffman

Senior Mike Hetrick is expected to start at quarterback for the Warriors when they start their season Sept. 6 against UW-La Crosse at
La Crosse.

Winona 's
Ultima te
lub
Nightc

HUDDLE"

Rappelling & Rock Climbing Sign up for MS
For information contact: MSG James McLean
Room 118, Somsen Hall, Phone 457-5154

ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

FUNDRINIKERY

Monday

Z93 Night

Tuesday

Ladies Night: Sex trivia questions.
Drawings for free drinks
2 for 1, bar drinks and domestic beers.
9 p.m. to Midnight
Men's Night: Two Buschs for the price of
one
The area's only Fundrinkery. Meet your
friends
Non-Alcoholic Night 5 p.m. to 10 p.m.
No smoking, no drinking

Wednesday
Thursday
Friday & Saturday
Sunday
Now at Mingles:

Martha Mingle's areobic classes 6 days per week (Mon.-Sat.).
Mingles—Winona's only FUNdrinkery
102 Johnson St.—Winona, MN 55987

